
Meet Olive Elm
Bear Clan, 82 years of wisdom

Can you tell us about your family history at Oneida?
I was raised in a longhouse that was built in 1942  by my mother -a traditional person. If I wasn’t
raised as I was, I wouldn’t be able to do what I do. I didn’t think I was listening as a little girl, but
I must have been because I remember a lot of what I was told. 

What would you say is your greatest accomplishment?
I would say that my greatest accomplishment is my passion for language. I first started working
with the language centre 38 years ago. At the time my late husband was on council and held
the language portfolio. He was the one who encouraged me to apply for a position. My first job
was interviewing Elders, where I learned a lot about their views. In the beginning, we had 269
speakers, now we have 28. I had a tremendous amount of respect for their stories. I will always
remember being told: To know your culture is to know your language.

What is your greatest memory you have of the community here at Oneida?
When we were growing up, we lived closely to one another, and we always helped one another.
If you ran out of something, you just asked your neighbour. My grandfather was a bee farmer
and always shared what he had. I was always with our neighbours and if I did something wrong,
I was sent home. Women looked after each other’s kids, fed us lunch if we happened to be
there, that sort of thing. We took care of each other.

What do you enjoy doing?
I enjoy going to the language centre and talking with the circle of Elders. It’s the only time I get to
speak the Oneida language fully. I still learn a lot from them. Some words I’ve forgotten and it’s a
good feeling to speak with others in our language. I also like playing bingo and visiting the casino
on occasion.

What words of advice would you give our Oneida community?
Live in harmony with one another. Respect one another and respect each other’s beliefs.

In seven generations' time, what would you say to the community?
For me, documenting the ceremonial speeches is what I want to leave. Having our language
recorded will keep our language documented and alive. We are preserving our language and
culture. When I first started the late Mercy Doxtator was my mentor – we thought of our work was
like a time capsule. One day after we’re long gone, maybe someone will say “Hey, we did have a
language, we do have ceremonies”. I’m not the only one that does this – I’m just one of them.
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